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Abstract. In the paper, we show that biological substrate in the form of

Physarum polycephalum can be used to simulate simple rule-based systems. To

extort a proper behavior from the substrate, appropriate distribution of stimuli

(attractants and/or repellents) is required. To model behavior of the substrate and

then program Physarum machine (a biological computing device experimentally

implemented in the plasmodium of Physarum polycephalum), we propose to use

Petri net models that can be treated as a high-level description. Petri net mod-

els enable us to reflect propagation of protoplasmic veins of the plasmodium in

consecutive time instants (step by step).
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1 Models of Simple Rule-Based Systems

There are various knowledge representation methods (cf. [4]) that have been devel-

oped to make real-world knowledge suitable for being processed by computers. One

of the most popular knowledge representation systems are the rule-based ones. Rules

can be easily interpreted by humans. Formally, rules can be presented in the framework

of propositional logics. Propositional logics is concerned with the study of proposi-

tions, whether they are true or false. Propositions are formed by other propositions

with the use of logical connectives. A production rule in rule-based systems is a rule

which describes the relation between two propositions di and dj , i.e., a production rule

points out to us an antecedent-consequence relationship from proposition di to propo-

sition dj , where di 6= dj . The general formulation of a production rule has the form

IF di, THEN dj , where di and dj are propositions that can be evaluated as true or false

with respect to any circumstance. If the antecedent part or consequence part of a pro-

duction rule contains AND or OR connectives, then it is called a composite production

rule. Four types of the composite production rules can be distinguished [8]:

– Type 1: IF di1 AND di2 AND . . . AND dik
, THEN dj .
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– Type 2: IF di, THEN dj1 AND dj2 AND . . . AND djk
.

– Type 3: IF di1 OR di2 OR . . . OR dik
, THEN dj .

– Type 4: IF di, THEN dj1 OR dj2 OR . . . OR djk
.

Further, we will take into consideration types of rules 1 and 3, only.

Unconventional computing becomes an interdisciplinary field of science, where

computer scientists, physicists and mathematicians apply principles of information pro-

cessing in natural systems to design novel computing devices and architectures. In

Physarum Chip Project: Growing Computers from Slime Mould [2] supported by FP7,

we are going to implement programmable amorphous biological computers in plas-

modium of Physarum polycephalum. Physarum polycephalum is a one-cell organism

manifesting some primitive intelligence in its propagating and foraging behavior (cf.

[9]). A biological computing device implemented in the plasmodium of Physarum

polycephalum is said to be a Physarum machine. A comprehensive information on

Physarum machines can be found in [1]. The Physarum machine comprises an amor-

phous yellowish mass with networks of protoplasmic veins, programmed by spatial

configurations of attracting and repelling stimuli.

To program Physarum machines, i.e., to set the spatial distribution of stimuli, we

are designing a new object-oriented programming language [10], [11], [13], called the

Physarum language. Moreover, to support research on programming Physarum ma-

chines, we are developing a specialized software tool, called the Physarum software

system, shortly PhysarumSoft (see [16]). Our language is based on the prototype-based

approach (cf. [6]). According to this approach, there are inbuilt sets of prototypes, im-

plemented in the language, that correspond to both the high-level models used for de-

scribing behaviour of Physarum polycephalum (e.g., ladder diagrams, transition sys-

tems, timed transition systems, Petri nets) and the low-level model (distribution of

stimuli). In [15], we proposed to use Petri nets with inhibitor arcs (cf. [3]) as one of

the high-level models to describe behaviour of Physarum polycephalum. The inhibitor

arcs test the absence of tokens in a place and they can be used to disable transitions.

This fact can model repellents in Physarum machines. A transition can only fire if all

its places connected through inhibitor arcs are empty (cf. [20]). Each high-level model

(including a Petri net one) is translated into the low-level language, i.e., spatial distri-

bution of stimuli (attractants and/or repellents). Such distribution can be treated as a

program for the Physarum machine.

In the literature, one can find a lot of approaches using Petri nets as models of

rule-based systems (e.g., [5], [7], [18], [19]). First of all, structures of Petri nets reflect

structures of rule-based systems. Various options of structures have been considered,

according to respective approaches. Moreover, the proposed approaches differ in the dy-

namics that models reasoning processes. In our research, we propose another approach

in order to reflect dynamics of Physarum machines, i.e., propagation of protoplasmic

veins of the plasmodium according to activation/deactivation of stimuli. In the proposed

Petri net models of Physarum machines, we can distinguish several kinds of places:

– Places representing Physarum polycephalum.

– Places representing control stimuli (attractants or repellents) corresponding to

propositions in antecedent parts of rules.
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– Places representing auxiliary stimuli (attractants) corresponding to partial results of

evaluation of logical expressions in antecedent parts of composite production rules.

– Places representing output stimuli (attractants) corresponding to propositions in

consequence parts of rules.

For each kind of places, we adopt different meaning (interpretation) of tokens (see,

for example, Tables 1, 2 and 3 for places representing control stimuli and places rep-

resenting output stimuli, respectively). Each token corresponds to proper evaluation

of the proposition according to the role played by a given stimulus. In our models

Table 1. The meaning of tokens in places representing control stimuli

Token Meaning Evaluation of proposition

Present Stimulus activated true (for attractants), false (for repellents)

Absent Stimulus deactivated false (for attractants), true (for repellents)

Table 2. The meaning of tokens in places representing auxiliary stimuli

Token Meaning Partial evaluation

of expression

Present Stimulus occupied by plasmodium true

Absent Stimulus not occupied by plasmodium false

Table 3. The meaning of tokens in places representing output stimuli

Token Meaning Evaluation

of proposition

Present Stimulus occupied by plasmodium true

Absent Stimulus not occupied by plasmodium false

of simple rule-based systems, we have implemented an idea of flowing power used

in ladder diagrams to model digital circuits. The same idea was used by us to con-

struct logic gates through the proper geometrical distribution of stimuli in Physarum

machines (see [17]). Flowing power is replaced with propagation of plasmodium of
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Physarum polycephalum. Therefore, in each Petri net model of a rule, a place repre-

senting Physarum polycephalum is present. Petri net models are a useful tool to re-

flect dynamics of Physarum machines, i.e., propagation of protoplasmic veins of the

plasmodium in consecutive time instants. Tokens present in places representing output

stimuli show which attractants of Physarum machines are occupied by the plasmodium

at given time instants.

In general, we can distinguish two techniques to control behavior of Physarum poly-

cephalum: repellent-based and attractant-based [1]. Attractants are sources of nutrients

or pheromones, on which the plasmodium feeds. In case of repellents, the fact that plas-

modium of Physarum avoids light and some thermo- and salt-based conditions is used.

These possibilities are reflected in the cretaed Petri net models. Technically, the second

approach is easier to implement. In case of repellent-based control approach, Petri net

models of production rules of type 1 and 3 have the form as in Figures 1 and 2, respec-

tively. In these models, the places Rdi1, Rdi2, ..., Rdi3 correspond to propositions in

Fig. 1. A Petri net model of a rule of type 1: the repellent-based control approach

Fig. 2. A Petri net model of a rule of type 3: the repellent-based control approach

the antecedent parts of the rules. The relationship between meaning of tokens and eval-

uation of propositions is shown in Table 1. These places are translated into repellents in

the low-level model (distribution of stimuli). The places A1, A2, ..., Ak−1 correspond

to auxiliary stimuli. The relationship between the meaning of tokens and the evaluation

of propositions is shown in Table 2. The place Adj correspond to the output stimulus.
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The relationship between meaning of tokens and evaluation of propositions is shown in

Table 3. It is easy to see that, in case of type 1 of production rules, the token is present

in Adj (the proposition in the consequence part is true), if all places Rdi1, Rdi2, ..., Rdi3

do not hold tokens (the propositions in the antecedent part are true). In case of type

3 of production rules, the token is present in Adj (the proposition in the consequence

part is true), if at least one of the places Rdi1, Rdi2, ..., Rdi3 does not hold a token (at

least one of the propositions in the antecedent part is true). The structures of Physarum

machines for production rules of type 1 and 3 are shown in Figure 3 (a) and (b), re-

spectively. Distributions of stimuli can be treated as programs for these machines. In

(a) (b)

Fig. 3. The structure of the Physarum machine for: (a) a production rule of type 1, (b) a

production rule of type 3

the further research, we will consider more complex rule-based systems. However, we

are aware of the topological constraints if the Physarum machine is implemented in the

two-dimensional space (e.g., on the Petri dish). In this case, propagation of protoplas-

mic veins forming a planar graph is admissible only.

Another challenging problem is to use Physarum machines in the process of op-

timization of rule-based systems. Physarum polycephalum is originally famous as a

computing biological substrate due to its alleged ability to approximate shortest path

from its inoculation site to a source of nutrients.
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